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Onboard Systems

Optimal Decision Support with BVS

StormGeo’s BonVoyage System continues to be the Master’s choice for 

reliability and user friendliness with 6,000+ installations and more than 

two decades of continued development. 

Tropical Storm Track – Ensemble probability 

Developed by StormGeo’s Tropics Watch 
team in Houston, TX, an ensemble of 91 
model runs (ECMWF, GFS and the CMC)  
are used to provide a 7-day outlook of 
Tropical Storm Track probability. The result 
is an objective estimate of where a Tropical 
Storm is likely to track — a considerable 
improvement upon the traditional ‘cone of 
uncertainty.’ 

Extending the Bridge with BVS –  

System Compatibility 

There has been a continuous increase in 
integration with the most popular ECDIS 
systems formats as well as planning and 
navigation systems. 

Now available in Voyager Hub and 
integrated with Voyager Planning Station, 

10% probability the Tropical Cyclone track will 
pass within 125 miles from the purple dot.

50% probability the Tropical Cyclone track will 
pass within 125 miles from the yellow dot.

software updates, bug fixes and route 
file track handling between Voyager 
Planning Station (ENC) and BVS have 
never been easier. Having an objective 
means to evaluate the likely track of 
Tropical Cyclones is invaluable for tactical, 
safety-critical navigational decisions. 
StormGeo’s TC Probability is an advanced 
tool to understand the likely path of tropical 
cyclones days in advance. 

This is possible only thanks to ensemble 
weather forecasting, a technique that 
evaluates probability basis 91 individual 
model runs. With our new technology, the 
Master onboard has the information to 
make better decisions in the face of what 
can be difficult and complex forecast 
information. 

Tropical StormTrack – Ensemble 

Probability 
Improving decision-making for crew 
and cargo safety, the new Tropical 
Cyclone Multi-Model (TCMM) track  
technology, improves upon the  
‘cone of uncertainty’.

Access to All Required Weather 

Parameters

Master is supplied with around-
the-clock weather routing  
information.

Optimum Route Calculation within 

the Master’s Stated Safety  

Parameters

Our newest features help put 
voyage planning right in the hands 
of the Master, enabling him to plan 
and determine the safest, most 
fuel-efficient route.
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Applied Weather Technology



StormGeo is a global provider of advanced analytics and meteorological services delivering decision support for weather sensitive 
operations. Since its inception, StormGeo has analyzed petabytes of data, transforming it into actionable decision guidance to help 

our customers manage risk and operations, control costs and increase revenue. The company has a leading position in solutions for shipping, offshore oil and 
gas, renewable energy and corporate enterprise business continuity. StormGeo has 23 worldwide offices, 7 of which are 24/7/365 operation centers spanning all 
geographical areas of the world. StormGeo is an ISO-9001 certified company. For more information visit stormgeo.com or email info@stormgeo.com.

1
User-friendly – BVS is the 
Master’s Choice

With 6,000+ users and 20 years of 
continuous development, BVS is the 
most popular and user-friendly, 
onboard route optimization and 
weather display system there is.   
It simply works.

8
Resonance Graph 

Roll-resonance interactive 
guidance for conditions likely 

to cause Parametric and 
Synchronous rolling events 

are given.  

4
Ship to Shore Route 
and Data Exchange 

Routes and position reports are 
displayed in our shore-based 
Fleet Decision Support System 
(FDSS). Masters can receive 
and import our recommended 
track directly into BVS.

3
System Compatibility  

Integration with ECDIS systems and 
passage planning tools.

2
ECA/SECA – Dual 
Speed Optimization
   
Maximizes cost savings by 
adjusting speeds when sailing 
in ECA/SECA zones.

6
Ship-Speci�c 

Consumption Curves   

Statistical consumption 
curve modelling. 

7
Deliverable Via 

Broadband and Email   

Allowing for longer range, 
higher-resolution data to be 

transmitted.

5
Tropical Storm Track – 

Ensemble Probability 

Tropical Storm data with automatic updates 
are sent based on latest available forecasts.  

Improving decision-making for crew and 
cargo safety, the new Tropical Cyclone 

Multi-Model Track Technology improves 
upon the ‘cone of uncertainty.’

8 Reasons Masters Rely on BVS (GNS)

BVS is a helpful tool in route planning and in enhancing a ship’s  
safety by avoiding bad weather conditions. In the midst of  
fluctuating oil prices, BVS is a big aid in saving bunkers.”

Captain Chou Chi Tang,
U-Ming Marine Transport Corporation

8 Reasons Why BVS is the Master’s Choice


